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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this study was to manipulate factors to determine whether mental 

representation of logical problems differed by culture. The cultural differences hypothesis 

suggests that Anglo students would be more likely to have a linear representation (e.g., 

arranging objects that differ in a "line" mentally) whereas Hispanic students would have a 

nonlinear (pivot) represenation. 

The results indicated that Hispanic children solved questions better if they 

appeared in a pivotal format, whereas Anglo children performed better if the stimuli were 

presented in a linear method. With grade level children improved upon the linear format. 

This suggests that there may be differences in mental representations of objects for 

Hispanic children that is influenced by acculturation. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Transitive inference is one of the paradigms used to study cognitive development 

and was first used by Binet (Reyna and Brainerd, 1990). A standard transitivity problem is 

of the form A<B and B<C where A, B, and C represent objects that differ in a dimension 

(e.g., size). The relationship between A and C is the transitive inference that can be 

concluded fi'om the given premises. The following is an example of a transitivity problem; 

Premise A The red sack has fewer marbles than the blue sack. [A<B] 
Premise B The blue sack has fewer marbles than the green sack. [B<C] 

The transitive inference question would refer to the relationship between A and C; in other 

words, the relationship between the red and green sack. 

There are three distinct stages in the development of the transitivity paradigm. 

Stage I begins with Piaget's (Reyna and Brainerd, 1990) idea that transitive inferences are 

logical reasoning problems that can be deduced by understanding the logical relationship 

between the premises. Piaget argued that the relationships described in premises A and 

B listed above must be understood by the child in order to correctly conclude the 

relationship between A and C; in this instance, that the red sack had fewer marbles than 

the green sack, or that the green sack had more marbles. However, the information 

processing theorists, advanced in stage H, theorized that memory for relationships 

between adjacent terms is necessary to make correct deductions. For example, the 

relationship of both premise A and B would have to be committed to memory before a 



correct deduction could be made. However, when children are tested for their premise 

memory, it has been found that they still do not make correct transitive inferences. This 

could be explained by fuzzy-trace theory which assumes that reasoners rely on global 

patterns, or gist. In contrast to Piaget and the information processing theorists, fuzzy-

trace theory emphasizes the overall pattern of the premises, in this case there is an 

increased number of marbles in each sack as you go from premise A to B. By simply 

remembering the pattern that sacks have more marbles as you go from one sack to the 

next, one could make the correct conclusion. 

The transitivity paradigm can be used to investigate how children mentally 

represent logical reasoning problems. It has been speculated, for example, that minority 

students may perform differently on standardized tests because they do not think in a 

linear fashion. Linearity refers to mentally representing logical reasoning problems in the 

form, A<B<C, where the relationship between premises follows an order (e.g., volume). 

If differences exist in the mental representations of such problems, then manipulating a 

model such as the transitive inference paradigm could reveal such differences. 

The significance of culture as a variable has been investigated by many scholars, 

particularly L.S. Vygotsky, Alexander Luria, and Sylvia Scribner. Their research has 

uncovered the importance that language and socio-cultural context exhibits when 

conducting studies. For example, when assessing a child's literacy, it is important to 

consider the child's social context (e.g., language spoken at home, home environmental 

variables, environmental school variables, etc.). This information provides added 



knowledge which could help explain a child's performance during evaluation. These 

considerations are part of this dissertation. 

Coupling the transitivity paradigm with the knowledge that has been acquired 

about the significance of culture can shed some light upon cultural influences on cognition. 

If differences do exist, this will aid in the understanding of how those differences are 

manifested. This will further influence future studies on the effects of culture and 

cognition which could have some implications for educational policy and practice, 

specifically in the assessment of learning. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Transitive Inference Research 

Stage 1: Piaget. Transitivity as Logic 

The basic research paradigm of transitivity that is well known among cognitive 

developmental researchers was first introduced by Piaget (Reyna and Brainerd, 1990). 

Piaget believed that logical reasoning was essential in deducing a relationship between A 

and C provided that the relationship between A and B and B and C was given (Reyna and 

Brainerd, 1990). Logic, according to Piaget, means that operations do not generate 

contradictions (Bjorklund, 1989). A deduction can be successfully completed by children 

ages 7 or 8 according to Piaget, once children have moved fi"om preoperational to 

concrete operational thinking. When children attain operational thought, concepts such as 

"bigger than" become relational. The pivot term B in the linear ordering A>B>C is both 

"bigger than" and "smaller than" at the same time (e.g., A<B and B>C) (Reyna, and 

Brainerd, 1990). This relationship is important in understanding transitivity because it is 

the ability to consider the pivot term and make a deduction based upon its relationships. 

Reversibility of thought occurs in stage three of the concrete operational period when a 

child considers both relationships at once. 

Piaget theorized that once the child's mental actions involving 
relational comparisons of the form A>B are organized into a 
reversible mental structure, such that A>B is recognized as entailing 
B<A, this reversibility should enable the child mentally to construct 
a seriated array-that is, A>B>C>D- as well as to derive additional 
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order relations from those given. For example, given A>B and 
B>C, the child should be able to make the inference A>C (Kuhn, 
1988). 

In 1959, Braine undertook some research to challenge Piaget by claiming that 

performance failures were due to false negative errors rather than to logic. In order to test 

his idea, he developed an overleaming paradigm. Braine trained children to remember the 

relationship of terms (e.g., A<B, B<C) before testing. IBs results indicated that children 

were able to answer transitivity problems two years earlier than was originally thought. In 

1963, Smedslund challenged Braine by postulating that the results were obtained because 

the children had overleamed labels during the training phase. For example, if children 

were being trained that A>B and B>C, and consequently asked which was longer, A or C, 

the child would simply have to remember the label "long" as associated with A. 

Smedslund studied the absolute labeling phenomena by avoiding the invariable association 

of the end anchors, A and C with certain labels by presenting the relationship as follows: 

A=B, B<C. In this example, the label of short and long is not associated with the end 

anchors A and C (Reyna & Brainerd, 1990). Smedslund's findings indicated lower levels 

of performance than those observed by Piaget. 

Stage 2: Information Processing. Transitivity as Memory 

Later studies challenged Piaget's work on transitivity by questioning memory for 

the premises in order to make correct inferences. Bryant and Trabasso (1971) suggested 

that the relations, A>B and B>C, must first be encoded by the child. If the child failed to 

successfully encode these relations, then it would be very diflBcuIt to make the proper 



inferences. Bryant and Trabasso introduced their training studies in the I960's and 1970's. 

During these studies they would train children to remember the premises and found that 

preoperational children could solve transitive inference problems much earlier than Piaget 

had reported (Bryant and Trabasso, 1971). 

In trying to explain why children have difl5culty remembering the paired 

associations, Halford (1990) suggested that there are three essential factors; 1) 

understanding the basic logic; 2) choices among alternative strategies; and 3) information 

processing capacity. Children also use several strategies for solving transitive-inference 

problems other than forming integrated linear representations. One alternative is to simply 

assume that if information concerning the relative sizes of two entities in inconclusive, the 

more recently mentioned object is larger (Halford, 1984). This strategy reduces the 

amount of information that needs to be processed; however, children may guess 

incorrectly. Bryant and Trabasso's (1971) task involved showing preschoolers five sticks 

varying in length and color. The child was then asked questions about the relationships 

among the sticks. Bryant and Trabasso were interested in what the child could remember. 

A child could remember that a given stick was longer than others, by simply focusing on 

the gist of the premises, not on their details (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990). 

Stage 3: Fuzzv-Trace Theorv. Transitivity Independent ofMemorv 

The necessity hypothesis is the idea that retention of background facts will be 

connected with the solving of transitive inference problems. In 1984, Brainerd and 

Kingma concluded that the evidence presented did not support the necessity hypothesis 



because 1) correlations do not imply causation and 2) there is not any dependency 

between transitivity and premise memory just because responders have excellent premise 

memory (Reyna & Brainerd, 1990). Brainerd and Kingma reanalyzed other studies 

(Halford & Galloway, 1977; Kingma, 1981; and Russell, 1981) and found that transitivity 

and premise memory performance were stochastically independent. In addition to the 

Brainerd and Kingma studies. Chapman and Lindenberger (1988) conducted a study in 

which the analysis showed that there weis independence between premise memory and 

transitivity performance. 

Fuzzy-trace theoiy was developed to help explain the interaction between memory 

and reasoning. Brainerd and Reyna (1990) characterize fiizzy-trace theory, "... as 

intuitive in the sense used in the foundations of mathematics and assigns gist extraction a 

central role" (p. 15). According to fiizzy-trace theory, people encode information along a 

fuzzy-to-verbatim continuum. Due to the reasoning-remembering independence effect, 

fiizzy-trace theory formed an alternative view of transitivity. Under fiizzy-trace theory, 

children are using their gist memory rather than relying on verbatim detail of the premises 

to form deductions. Gist refers to a general pattern that is stored in memory. 

The Study of Cultural Differences in Cognition 

Within the area of psychology, perhaps one of the researchers that has generated 

the most literature in the area of intellectual development is the work of Jean Piaget. His 

emphasis on the interaction between the individual and the environment and how this 

influences the development of logical structures that aid in cognition is one of his most 
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profound contributions to psychology. Cole (1974) states that the principle role Piaget 

assigned to culture was that of accelerating or retarding the developmental process that is, 

introducing variations in the ages at which successive logical stages make their 

appearance. Such variations come about because cultures differ in the specific ways they 

handle the tasks of cultural and educational transmission and in the patterns of social 

interactions they provide (Cole, 1974). Piaget (1966) suggests that these variations may 

be due to general characteristics of social interactions or to deficiencies in educational 

transmission. 

L.S, VygOtsky 

Since Piaget's time, Soviet psychologists have been working to synthesize 

approaches to cultural cognition using universals as well as differences. Vygotsky was the 

first to integrate social, semiotic, and psychological phenomena into the study of human 

cognition. He is the founder of what is commonly referred to as the "sociocultural" or 

"sociohistorical" fi-amework. His theory was an attempt to focus on the socialization of 

humans and how this in turn influenced cognition. The three themes that are the core of 

Vygotsky's theory are : 1) a reliance on a genetic or developmental method; 2) the 

claim that higher mental processes in the individual have their origin in social processes; 

and 3) the claim that mental processes can be understood only if we understand the tools 

and signs that mediate them (Wertsch, 1985). 

What follows is an explanation of these themes as Vygotsky defined them. 

Developmental Method 



Vygotsky's developmental method, or genetic method, is not referring to the 

traditional developmental theory found in psychology. By developmental method, 

Vygotsky was referring to the importance of studying mental processes by investigating 

how and where they occur in growth. During his lifetune, he was concerned that research 

in the area of cognition could be implying erroneous conclusions because the social 

context was not considered. The influence of the social context was equally important to 

Vygotsky in order to avoid mere description of mental processes. Vygotsky also 

recognized that disagreements regarding research paradigms fostered misunderstandings 

among researchers. Vygotsky stated: 

We need to concentrate not on the product of development, but on the process by 
which higher forms are established...[we need to look at development] in all its 
phases and changes, from birth to death, fundamentally means to discover its 
meaning (Vygotsky, 1978). 

Vygotsky defined development as follows: 

-Development [is] primarily fundamental "revolutionary shifts" rather than steady 
quantitative increments. 

-Major transition points in development are defined in terms of changes in the form 
of mediation utilized. 

-Explanation of psychological phenomena must rely on an analysis of several 
different types of development. 

By not limiting research to the study of one aspect of development such as pre-natal 

growth, one could gain a deeper and clearer understanding of how mental processes come 

into existence. For example, Piaget's research on cognitive development takes into 

account the maturation of a child but fails to recognize how the interaction with the 
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environment can also influence cognition Although Vygotsky agreed that the study of 

specific characteristics of human development could aid the understanding, it could not 

completely explain why things come into being. By looicing at various factors and how 

they interact, one could gain a more complete picture of the development that was taking 

place. This criticism was aimed primarily at biological reductionism and mechanistic 

behaviorism (Wertsch, 1985) because much of the research focused on describing one 

instance and making conclusions based on very narrow studies. 

Higher Mental Processes and Social Influences 

Vygotsky criticized psychological reductionism which took an individualistic 

perspective in accounting for mental processes. Vygotsky claimed that in order to study 

the individualistic phenomena that concerned many psychologists, one had to take into 

account the social relations the individual was influenced by. Vygotsky extended his belief 

further by adding that socioeconomic factors also operate independently in transforming 

the individual's behavior. Vygotsky makes this distinction through his discussion of the 

intrapsychological (what is happening within a child) and interpsychological (what is 

happening between people). In contrasting Piaget and Vygotsky, one finds that the 

distinction between intrapsychological and interpsychological is critical. For example, 

Piaget theorized that children could conserve volume, length, mass and so forth around 

age 7. However, later studies showed (Trabasso and Bryant, 1971) that children could be 

trained on a problem, such as conservation of length, which resulted in the solving of these 

problems at a much earlier age than that assumed by Piaget. This help from an adult allows 



the child to reach its upper limit (as defined by Vygotsky) and discover ways of knowing 

that were once thought impossible. Vygotsky believed that further research could be 

made on interpsychological phenomena and its uifluence upon intrapsychological 

behaviors. In this manner, one could gain a further understanding about how children 

could reach their upper limit. 

There are two phenomena that Wertsch outlines as being crucial to Vygotsky's 

concern about cultural development; internalization and zone of proximal development. 

Internalization was viewed by Vygotsky as, "a process whereby certain aspects of patterns 

of activity that had been performed on an external plane come to be executed on an 

internal plane" (Wertsch, 1985). This is described in the following statement by 

Vygotsky: 

It is necessary that everything internal in higher forms was external, that is, for 
others it was what it now is for oneself. Any higher mental function necessarily 
goes through an external stage in its development because it is a social function 
(Vygotsky, 1981). 

The interpsychological dimension did not account for a mere copy of the external relations 

of a person, but it influenced its very structure and functions. 

The zone of proximal development was defined as the "actual developmental level 

as determined by independent problem solving...potential development as determined 

through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable 

peers" (Vygotsky, 1978). This idea was introduced to understand assessment and 

evaluation in the field of educational psychology. The zone of proximal development 
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allowed Vygotsky to explain phenomena that had not yet developed but was in the process 

of maturation. This was influenced by Soviet psychology which was not as interested in 

knowing how the child came to be what it was, but rather focused on discovering who the 

child could become. An example of this could be a reasoning problem. For example, if I 

were to give a child a problem such as: 

1. The red card has more marbles than the blue card. 
2. The blue card has more marbles than the yellow card. 
3. Which card had less marbles, the red card or the yellow card? 

Vygotsky would support the importance of social context of learning. The interaction 

between a child and an adult would be essential in developing a clear understanding of the 

relationships between the premises (listed here as one and two). Through social 

interaction, the adult would make connections to the child's social context by relating the 

premises to the child's home or school environment, for example. This type of social 

interaction is an example of how Vygotsky defined the zone of proximal development. It 

is through the social interaction between adult and child that the child masters cognitive 

skills. 

Language as Mediator of Mental Proces.«;es 

The influence of labor, emphasized throughout the writings of Marx and Engels, 

greatly influenced Vygotsky in the development of "psychological tools" and "signs" that 

are used for mediation. Vygotsky defines tool and signs as follows: 

a tool...serves as a conductor of humans' influence on the object of their activity. 
It is directed toward the external world; it must stimulate some changes in the 
object; it is a means of humans' external activity, directed toward the subjugation 
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of nature...a sign [that is, a psychological tool] changes nothing in the object of a 
psychological operation. A sign is a means for psychologically influencing 
behavior-either the behavior of another or one's own behavior; it is a mean of 
internal activity, directed toward the mastery of humans themselves. A sign is 
inwardly directed (Vygotsky, 1960). 

Psychological tools can alter the function of mental operations by "determining the 

structure of a new instrumental act" (Wertsch, 1985). The psychological tool that 

Vygotsky defined was language and its influence upon memory. Examples of other 

psychological tools defined by Vygotsky include systems of counting, mnemonic 

techniques and algebraic symbol systems. A tool such as language, is not inherited but 

acquired through society, according to Vygotsky. Language is the vehicle in which 

humans communicate with each other and develop ideas. The development of the 

meaning of language helps in the development of consciousness because language is 

socially determined. This explains why beliefs and thoughts may be different fi-om one 

society to the other. Social interaction is a necessary component in the evolution of a 

sign's meaning. Because the social interactions of humans vary developmentally, how 

language is used will also vary. Children will discover the meaning of words through their 

social interactions. Vygotsky emphasized that the development of mental processes, 

memory and reasoning for example, involve learning how to use societal tools such as 

language, mathematical systems and memory devices. The interaction with adults aids in 

the mastery of tools because the adult is already skilled in their use. 

To summarize, Vygotsky's theoretical fi-amework concentrates on social 

interaction and how that interaction influences cognition. Language is the means by which 
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social interaction and mental processes work together. Through language development 

and increased social interaction, a child learns how to use higher mental processes. There 

are many social constructs that influence human behavior, one of these is labor. Marx 

(1967) describes the role of tools or instruments as "...a thing, or a complex of things, 

which the laborer interposes between himself and the subject of his labor and which serves 

as the conduction of activity." Vygotsky was influenced by Marx and extended his theory 

to the notion of human mediating instruments to human intellectual as well as behavioral 

functions (Scribner, 1990). Language is the system of signs by which we communicate the 

ideas in our minds. Signs are culturally dependent thus, signs and their meaning can 

change depending on the social context. Therefore, "beliefs, knowledge and scientific 

theory are products of human culture" (Scribner, 1990). Through social interaction, 

beliefs and ideas are transmitted. 

Alexander Luria 

Alexander Luria, a student of Vygotsky, helped to further develop Vygotsky's 

method of studying cognition which emphasized the social-historical context. Luria, in 

accord with Vygotsky, believed that language was influenced by the division of labor. 

Luria explains that social labor propelled the need for people to communicate with each 

other. As this system developed, it became more complex and was used for differentiating 

between relationships and acts. For example, if a group of men were working to cut down 

a tree, right before the tree fell, they could have yelled out an utterance such as "aaahoo, 

aaahoo" which would signify "watch out" or "danger, the tree is falling". These 
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utterances were then associated with an act, in this case a falling tree. Language was 

intertwined with practice which led to the development of a system of codes signifying 

objects and actions. Luria describes the basic element of language as the word which 

refers to an object, property or relation. The nature of how words come into being helps 

us to understand the social context of the word. 

Luria (1981) defines language as "a complex system of codes, signifying objects, 

attributes, actions and relationships" that help us make sense of our experience. Luria 

states, "If humans had not possessed the capacity for labor and had not had language, they 

would not have developed abstract 'categorical' thinking." It is because of this reason 

that it is important to look at the social forms of human historical existence and how 

language is related. The linkage between consciousness and abstract reasoning to 

language, is at the heart of Luria's research. Research in the social context of human 

existence is the manner in which this relationship is investigated. 

The Development of Speech 

When we reflect upon our own experiences with children that are learning how to 

speak, we recall that a small child usually begins with babbling noises that make no 

phenomonological sense. I remember when my sister was around 1-2 years old. She 

would wake up in the middle of the night and start crying as loud as she could. When we 

would arrive in her room, she would be standing up in her crib laughing and stomping her 

feet and babbling "oohpa, oohpa". This was her way of telling us that she wanted to get 

out of her crib. When we would giver her a bottle and attempt to go to bed, she would 



yell and cry even louder "oohpa, oohpa" until she was lifted out of her bed. Thus, her 

words were closely tied to an action. When a child begins to use words, those words are 

different from former babblings, the word is separated form the action. Through the 

interaction with the adult world, the child is able to learn the sounds of the linguistic 

system. 

According to Luria (1981), there are two main units of language: object reference, 

and meaning. Object reference is "...[the] function of referring to an object property, 

action or relation and meaning is "[the] function of isolating and generalizing various 

features of an object, thereby relating the object to a system of categories. The word is 

the "basis for generalization and therefore an instrument of thinking as well as a means of 

social interaction" (Luria, 1981). In accord with Vygotsky, as a child develops, the words 

that were once used change in meaning. Therefore the meaning of a word is 

systematically developed. 

Luria fijrther explores the difference between meaning and sense, recognizing that 

a cultural setting, language or even age can have an influence in the understanding of a 

word. In trying to explain meaning and sense, Luria refers to the semantic relationships 

associated with a word to be the meaning of the word. It is "a stable system of 

generalizations represented by a word system" (Luria, 1981). Luria (1981) describes 

sense, as the "signification of an individual instance of a word, as opposed to the stable, 

objective system of relations." An example of this would be looking at the word menudo. 

When I use the word menudo, I am referring to a soup, something that is made with 
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hominy, tripe and soup bones. I usually put cilantro, green onions, lemon and a little bit of 

chile to add spice. In a recent visit to San Francisco, California, I ordered menudo, 

expecting to be given a bowl of soup with hominy, tripe and soup bones. Much to my 

disappointment, the restaurant that I went to referred to menudo as a bowl of red chile 

soup with tripe-something that I was not familiar with. In some parts of Mexico, menudo 

can refer to something small or something that is done often and has no connotation to 

something that is eaten. In this example, the social context of the word, determines the 

"sense" that the word makes. As children grow, they become better at capturing the 

meaning and sense of a word. It is therefore important to understand the social context of 

the word because it transforms its meaning and sense. 

Luria's research recognized the importance of a cultural setting and how language 

could have an influence in the understanding of a word. This conviction influenced the 

design of this dissertation. Recognizing the important role language plays in abstract 

reasoning was part of Luria's theory. Therefore, the design of this dissertation included a 

language component in which children were tested in their native language. If children 

were predominately Spanish speaking, it would not make sense to test them in English 

because the significance of individual words would not be understood, therefore 

influencing the outcome. 

Svlvia Scribner 

Sylvia Scribner (1990) identifies three principle features that capture the 

differences of human cognition fi-om other species; 
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1) human cognition is culturally mediated 

2) it is founded on purposive activity 

3) it is historically developing 

Scribner identifies that humans are distinctly different fi'om other species because "humans 

do not interact directly with the environment" (Vygotsky, 1978; 1981), rather they 

regulate social interactions through objects (e.g., language). The most cited object is 

labor and how the division of labor regulates our behavior. 

Culturallv Mediated 

Scribner believed that objects such as labor, help regulate and mediate human 

behavior. It is through cultural signs such as language, that aid in human cognition. 

Scribner uses an example of cutting notches in a stick. The notch on the stick takes on a 

special meaning to help in remembering something, it has no other significance. The stick, 

the object, is a mediator between memory and what needs to be remembered. Like this 

symbolic system, language serves as a mediator between human thought and social 

interaction. Language is also one of the most complicated symbolic systems which allows 

us to communicate and acquire mental thoughts. Culture plays a significant role in the 

development of symbolic systems such as language because it is passed on through social 

interactions. 

Purposive Activitv 

As humans, we have created systems such as school and work, that provide us 

with the opportunity to be shaped. These institutions (e.g., school, work and religion) 



help create a social context. Through participation in activities, a person learns the "how 

to's" of a given social context. Through participation, one gains insight about how to act 

and think, and how to create new methods of thinking and action. For example, through 

schooling, I learned that if I was going to succeed, I had to learn how to speak English. I 

had to learn the customs of the dominant culture which I was a part of I had to leave 

behind a big part of who I was in order to be allowed the privileges of the educational 

system. Learning how to read meant being able to understand that "Spot could run and 

that Jill could skip," it did not have anything to do with my family or roots. In grade 

school I do not recall reading about a "Lourdes" or a "Pablo." The characters and themes 

in the books that I learned how to read from were filled with unfamiliar cultural 

conditions. Through education, I discovered other ways of looking at the world and 

realized that the culture that had been stripped from me earlier in my life was important 

and had to be preserved. This knowledge has allowed me to further develop new ideas 

and ways of thinking about what culture and its effect on cognition might be. 

Developing Historicallv 

Scribner recognizes that ideas, action, and methods of thinking, are constantly 

changing. When social practices change, so do psychological. Biological influences may 

account for the origins of mental functions, but the historical changes that come about are 

dominant for cognitive change. For example, as new ideas are introduced into our 

society, our society must respond to those changes which affect the world and change it 

forever. When the Russians launched Sputnik, the United States quickly established 
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polices to improve educational practice and encouraged the use of intelligence tests to 

"figure out" the educational problem in America. This event helped to shape our research, 

our writing and policy development. Social events continue to shape our ways of thinking 

and approaching problems and situations. 

Scribner recognized the role schooling plays in shaping our society. Through 

schooling, individuals interact with cultural signs which aid in human cognition. This 

influence is important to consider in this dissertation because it is a process that could 

influence cognitive patterns among minority children. 

Summary 

In tracing the historical foundations of research in cross cultural cognition, I find 

that a deeper understanding of how underrepresented children mentally represent transitive 

inference problems of the form manipulated by Piaget is needed. Piaget's paradigm 

provided the basis for further study in reasoning and memory, however, little has been 

done to investigate cultural differences. Perhaps this has been influenced by the political 

climate of the time and has been seen as a subject that should be avoided. However, 

understanding how culture may influence cognitive development, particularly in young 

children, may help educators develop better assessment strategies of learning. There has 

been some work in this area, however, very little has focused on empirical fi"ameworks 

aimed at understanding the development of mental representations. For example, Tharp 

(1989) states, "there are sharp differences in school achievement by members of different 

cultures...at least four classes of variables-social organization, sociolinguistics, cognition 



and motivation-vary by culture in ways that are differentially compatible with the 

exceptions and routines of schools," however, there was no data gathering to support this 

conclusion. Tharp (1984) emphasized that there are instructional practices in our schools 

that emphasize verbal/analytic rather than visual/wholistic and that "minority cultures 

whose members have cognitive functioning congruent with that expected by the school 

may be expected to succeed in school..." The cultural compatibility hypothesis (Deyhle, 

1983; Vogt, Jordan & Tharp, 1987) is suggesting that if the school instruction is 

complementary to the natal culture of a child than there will be improvements in learning. 

Based on theories of cultural differences in cognition (Witkin, 1967; for reviews 

see Berry, 1976; Jordon et al., 1985; Kaulback, 1984; More, 1985) it has been claimed 

that there is a difference between cultures. It has been claimed that Anglos think linearly, 

and non-Anglos, especially members from minority populations in the U.S. (i.e. Native 

Americans), think nonlinearly. One area linear representations have been studies is 

transitive inference (Trabasso, 1977). Based upon this model, it makes sense to compare 

linear versus pivot representations in children from different ethnic backgrounds. Pivot 

presentations are defined as presenting information in the form (B<A, B>C) whereas linear 

representations are defined as presenting information in the form (A>B>C). If differences 

exist, it is expected that Anglos will perform better on the linear representations and non-

Anglos will perform better on the pivot representations and that linear representations 

would increase with schooling (i.e. acculturation). 



CHAPTERS 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Subjects 

There were 71 males and 77 females in the study. The children were in first (47 

students), second (53 students) or third (48 students) grade. The students were of 

American-Indian (1 student), Latino (98 students), Afiican-American (4 students), Asian 

(1 student) or Anglo (43 students) descent. There were a total of 50 students who were 

tested in Spanish and 98 students who were tested in English. There were a total of 148 

participants. 

Stimuli 

Eight stimulus sets, each consisting of three stimuli are ordered along a linear 

dimension (e.g., in time). The eight sets are divided into two subsets; perceptual and 

conceptual. The perceptual subset varies along a perceptual dimension, and consists of 

four types of stimuli: cookies, snakes, strawberries and cows, corresponding to four 

different magnitude dimensions. Gap size of the cookies is manipulated by removing part 

of the circumference of a clay cookie. When presented, the cards are placed so that the 

gap always appears at the top of the circle. Clay snakes are used to manipulate length by 

varying the measurement of each snake. Imitation strawberries are used to manipulate 

number and are glued onto cards representing 2, 3, and 4 strawberries. Color intensity is 

manipulated by painting three wooden cows with different shades of green. 

The conceptual subset also consists of four stimulus types: parts of a body, letters 
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of the alphabet, characters varying in age and a story. A picture of a woman was obtained 

from a magazine and then cut into three parts representing the head, middle torso and 

thighs. The letters B, C and D are used as the alphabetic stimuli and are made of clay and 

painted black. Pictures of characters are cut out of a coloring book representing young, 

middle-aged and old persons. The pictures are of approximately the same size. Three 

parts of a story are cut out from a story book. 

Each stimulus set is glued onto a card that is 7" X 13". The cards are one of three 

colors; red, yellow or blue. The stimuli sets are randomly assigned to a color so that there 

will be an equal amount of red, blue and yellow cards appearing first, second and third 

during the testing phase. Small replicas for the red, blue and yellow cards as well as the 

dimensions (e.g., gap size and alphabet) were constructed and glued onto jumbo craft 

sticks. A seriation log made from two styrofoam boards are glued together to construct a 

4" X 12" ordering metric. The front part of the foam board (the part facing the child), is 

covered with red felt to disguise the foam board. The seriation log is used for ordering the 

replicas along a specific continuum (e.g., length). 

Design 

There are two methods of presentation, linear and pivotal. The linear 

representation presents the stimuli sets in the form (A>B>C), whereas the pivotal 

representation presents the sets in the form (B<A, B>C). There are five question types: 

memory 1, memory 2, middle, inference and seriation. The memory questions ask about 

the relationship between B?A and B?C. The middle question refers to the middle object 
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(e.g., the relation of the middle object B to A and C). The inference question examines 

the relationship between the end anchors (A?C). The seriation question consists of putting 

replicas of the red, blue and yellow cards in order along a continuum. For example, if the 

continuum were number (strawberries), the subject would be asked to order the card 

replicas (red, blue and yellow cards) in a specific order (e.g., most to least strawberries). 

Procedure 

Before the child is brought into the testing room, the experimenter chooses the 

appropriate coding sheet to record the data. Section I of the code sheet is completed 

before the child enters the testing room (see appendix A for an example of a code sheet). 

Each child is pretrained and tested individually. The child is told that he or she will play a 

game called "Memory Blast" in which the experimenter presents three items and then asks 

questions based on the items that are presented. The child is told that it is important to 

pay attention to what the experimenter is saying and to what is being shown (see appendix 

B for complete instructions). The child has to successfully complete the practice condition 

before the experimental sets are given. The trial condition consists of the child answering 

questions about a stimulus set of hats that vary in height. The experimental set consists of 

three cards that are different in dimension (e.g., gap size). Only one dimension is 

presented at a time followed by questions fi-om a specific schedule for that dimension. 

The experimenter presents the questions in English or Spanish depending on the language 

the child wants to use (see appendix C for an example of the testing schedule). The 

experimenter and the child will sit at a table in a quiet room designated by the school 



principal. The sedation log, is used to place the replicas in order of dimension, and is put 

in front of the child. The stimuli are presented twice from the child's left to right in front 

of the sedation log, and then removed from the child's view. The experimenter asks the 

child questions based upon the experimental group that the child is assigned. A child is 

assigned to one of four groups: 

CTTQUP Presentation 

Pivot-L A<B, B>C 

Pivot-F A<B, B>C 

Linear-L A>B>C 

Linear-F A>B>C 

Question Order 

1. Memory question-relationship between B and A 
2. Inference question-relationship between A and C 
3. Memory question-relationship between B and C 
4. Middle question-question about the middle 

dimension 
5. Sedation question-ordering of dimension 

1. Middle question-question about the middle 
dimension 

2. Memory question-relationship between B and A 
3. Inference question-relationship between A and C 
4. Memory question-relationship between B and C 
5. Sedation question-ordedng of dimension 

1. Memory question-relationship between B and A 
2. Inference question-relationship between A and C 
3. Memory question-relationship between B and C 
4. Middle question-question about the middle 

dimension 
5. Sedation question-ordering of dimension 

1. Middle question-question about the middle 
dimension 

2. Memory question-relationship between B and A 
3. Inference question-relationship between A and C 
4. Memory question-relationship between B and C 
5. Sedation question-ordedng of dimension 

After reviewing the table there are two basic differences between the linear and pivotal 
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dimensions, one is the method of presentation and the other is placement of the middle 

question (first or fourth). 

Positive verbal feedback is always be given during the experimental phase. The 

child is constantly told "Good!" "Good job!" "You're doing very well!" "Bien trabajo!" 

"Que Bien!" Once the experimental phase is completed, the child is-asked the following 

questions and is given two stickers fi-om the treasure chest filled with various types of 

stickers; 

1. What is your favorite color? 
2. Did you have problems telling the difference between colors? 
3. Did you understand all of the questions I asked you? 

The children are not allowed to walk to the classroom by themselves. The experimenter is 

responsible for escorting the child to their class. 



CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Analyses of variance were conducted on the subject's answers to the 5 question 

types separately (memory 1, memory 2, middle, inference and seriation) which were 

analyzed according to dimension (4 perceptual questions and 4 conceptual questions). 

The between subjects factors were grade, ethnicity, pi (pivot presentation or linear 

presentation), midd (whether the middle question came first or last in the questionnaire 

schedule) and language (whether the student was tested in English or Spanish). 

Marginally significant results are reported for later follow-up. Some marginally 

significant results were theoretically predicted. 

Memory Question One, Perceptual Dimension 

The interaction between language and whether the middle question was presented first or 

fourth was significant for the memory question one F ( 1,106) = 3.84, p<.05. Students 

who were tested in Spanish did better if the middle question was presented first rather than 

when it was presented fourth. Those who were tested in English, however, did better if 

the middle question was presented fourth rather than first (see Table I). 

Memory Question Two, Conceptual Dimension 

There was a marginally significant main effect of grade for the memory question two, F (2, 

106) = 2.90, p<.06. With increasing grade level, there was a significant improvement (see 

Table 2). There was a marginally significant interaction between ethnicity and pi (whether 

the presentation was in the pivot format or linear format) F (2,106) = 2.93, p<.06. 
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Table I 

Mean of Memory Question One. Perceptual Dimension 

Presentation of Middle Question Language 

Spanish English 

First 1.87(1.10) 1.78(1.00) 

Fourth 1.59(1.05) 2.27(1.11) 

Table 2 

Mean of Memory Question Two. Conceptual Dimension 

Grade 

First 2.13 

Second 2.29 

Third 2J7 

Hispanics performed better on the pivot presentation and Anglos performed better on the 

linear presentation (see Table 3). 

There was a significant interaction between ethnicity and midd (whether the middle 

question was presented first or fourth) F (1,106) = 6.40, p<.01. Hispanics did better if the 

middle question was presented first and Anglos did slightly better if the middle question 

was presented last (see Table 4). There was a significant interaction between midd and 

language F (1,106) = 7.49, p<.01. Students who were tested in English did better if the 
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middle question was presented first and students who were tested in Spanish did slightly 

better if the middle question was presented fourth (see Table 5). 

Table 3 

Mean of Memory Question Two. Conceptual Dimension 

Ethnicity Presentation 

Pivot Linear 

Hispanic 2.24(1.13) 1.88(.95) 

Anglo 1.70 (1.02) 2.05(1.10) 

Table 4 

Mean of Memory Question Two. Conceptual Dimension 

Ethnicity Presentation of Middle Question 

First Second 

Hispanic 2.26 (1.12) 1.88(.96) 

Anglo 1.75(1.07) 1.96(1.07) 

Middle Question, Conceptual Dimension 

There was a significant three-way interaction between grade, midd and language F (2,106) 

= 3.41, p<.05. Overall, children tested in Spanish did better if the middle question was 

presented first, however this decreased with grade level. For children tested in English, 

however, children performed better in the first grade if the middle question was presented 

first but this difference disappeared in second and third grade (see Table 6). 
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Table 5 

Mean of Memory Question Two. Conceptual Dimension 

Language Presentation of Middle Question 

First Fourth 

Spanish 1.96(1.15) 2.11 (1.00) 

English 2.29(1.10) 1.79(1.00) 

Table 6 

Mean of Middle Question. Conceptual Dimension 

Language Grade Presentation of Middle Question 

First Fourth 

Spanish First 1.33 (1.22) 1.00 (.76) 

Second 1.63 (1.41) 1.40 (.97) 

Third 1.33 (1.03) 1.22 (.97) 

English First 1.73(1.33) 1.20(1.21) 

Second 1.21(1.25) 1.15(1.18) 

Third 1.65 (1.03) 1.62 (.87) 

Inference Question, Perceptual Dimension 

There was a significant interaction between grade and pi F (2,106) =3.04, p<.05. With 

increasing grade level, students did better on the linear presentation. Performance on the 

pivot presentation tended to decline with grade level (see Table 7). 
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Table 7 

Mean of Infmntg Qwcstiqnt Ptrwptwal Pimtnswn 

Grade Presentation 

Pivot Linear 

First 2.78 (.90) 2.29 (1.04) 

Second 2.39(1.20) 2.58(1.18) 

Third 2.58 (.97) 2.71 (1.04) 

There was a significant interaction between pi and language F (1,106) = 8.41, p< 01. 

Students who were tested in English did better on the pivot presentation and students who 

were tested in Spanish did better on the linear presentation (see Table 8). 

Table 8 

Mean of Inference Question. Perceptual Dimension 

Language Presentation 

Pivot Linear 

Spanish 2.00 (1.09) 2.59 (.84) 

English 2.83 (.92) 2.49 (1.22) 

There was a marginally significant three way interaction between ethnicity, pi and niidd F 

(1,106) = 3.50, p<.06. Hispanics do better on the middle question when it is asked first in 

the pivot presentation compared to the linear presentation, but do essentially the same if 

the middle question is asked fourth in both the pivot and linear presentations. Anglo 
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students do slightly better on the middle question if it is asked first for both the pivot and 

linear presentations. Anglo students do significantly better when asked the middle 

question fourth in the linear presentation compared to the pivot presentation (see Table 9). 

Table 9 

Mean of Inference Question. Perceptual Dimension 

Presentation of Middle Question Ethnicity Presentation 

Pivot Linear 

First Hispanic 2.88 (.94) 2.36(1.36) 

Anglo 1.88 (1.36) 1.75 (1.22) 

Fourth Hispanic 2.80 (.96) 2.85 (.99) 

Anglo 1.93 (.80) 2.50 (.93) 

There was a significant main effect for grade F (2,106) = 3.02, p<.05. With increasing 

grade level, students performed better at the highest grade level (see Table 10). 

Table 10 

Mean oflnference Question. Perceptual Dimension 

Grade 
First 2.43 

Second 2.47 

Third 3.15 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study required that students remember the premises in order to answer the 

questions. However, the results do not support the necessity hypothesis postulated by 

Bryant and Trabasso (1971) who claimed that making a transitive inference is dependent 

upon memory for the premises. This result was also not supported by Romo (1995) who 

claimed that memory for the premises was not necessary to solve transitive inference 

problems because children were able to solve transitive inference problems even though 

they failed to answer the memory questions. This is also consistent with the reasorung-

remembering independence effect (Reyna & Brainerd, 1990). Although there was a 

marginally significant interaction between ethnicity and method of presentation (pivot or 

linear), Hispanic children tended to perform better when the method of presentation 

focused on the middle object (pivot presentation) (see Table 3). It is interesting to note 

that when language is taken into consideration, children tested in Spanish performed better 

in the linear presentation and children tested in English did better on the pivot presentation 

for the inference question, perceptual dimension (see Table 8). The perceptual dimension 

consisted of number of strawberries, gap size of a cookie, length of a snake and color 

intensity. Unlike the conceptual dimension, a child could not rely on previous knowledge. 

With grade level, there was improvement with the linear presentation (see Table 7). First 

graders, for example, performed better on the pivot presentation. However, by third 

grade they performed equally well on the linear presentation. It is not surprising to find 



that there was a significant interaction between grade and method of presentation. 

Educational systems in the United States tend to emphasize linear models, especially in the 

teaching of reading and mathematics. As students progress through the educational 

system, they get more practice at recognizing these teaching strategies, and thus will do 

better using linear systems with schooling. This is consistent with Romo (1995) in which 

students improved in the linear condition with increasing grade level. 

The interaction between language and whether or not the middle question was 

presented first or fourth is interesting because it demonstrated that children who were 

tested in Spanish performed better if the middle question was presented first rather than 

fourth (see Table 1). In addition, Anglo students tended to do slightly better if the middle 

question was presented last (see Table 4). This might be attributed to focusing on the 

"middle object" and therefore being able to more readily deduce the relationships among 

the premises based on the middle object. Most of the students who were tested in Spanish 

were in bilingual classrooms. The teaching methods of the bilingual teacher could have 

reinforced a "non-linear" model therefore making it easier for Spanish speaking kids to 

perform better on the question when the middle question was asked first. In addition, 

Hispanic students tended to do better in the pivot presentation (see Table 3). Children 

tested in English did significantly better on the second memory question if the middle 

question was presented first and children tested in Spanish did only slightly better if the 

middle question was presented fourth (see Table 5). Overall, children tested in Spanish 

did better if the middle question was presented first, however, this decreased with grade 



level. This could be attributed to greater practice and exposure to linear models that are 

not focusing on the middle object. For those children who were tested in English, this 

difference in performance disappeared with grade level. In support of Vygotsky, Luria 

and Scribner, perhaps this is due to a greater exposure and use of linear models in the 

social context of the home environment. If the linear model is emphasized in the home 

through books, games and activities, this exposure could transcend to the learning 

environment of the classroom. 

Hispanic children tended to do better on the middle question when it was asked 

first in the pivot presentation compared to the linear presentation (see Table 9). This 

could be attributed to the method of presentation. The pivot presentation focused on 

presenting the items in the form (B<A, B>C) where the focus was on the middle item. 

The middle question could have been easier for children tested in the pivot condition 

because it was more consistent with how they mentally represented items in their minds. 

In contrast, Anglo students did significantly better on the middle question if they were 

tested in the linear dimension. This could also be attributed to consistency in how Anglo 

students represented these problems mentally. It is not surprising to find that performance 

on the inference question improved with grade level, particularly in third grade (see Table 

10). 

Rabinowitz and Howe (1994) claim that emphasis on "relational aspects of 

dimensions that can be abstracted fi-om perceptual context will gradually create a flexible 

cognitive system that includes both absolute and relational categories" (pg. 444). If this is 



true, anything that emphasizes relations should improve performance on the middle 

question, such as receiving the inference question before the middle question. However, 

the children in this study did not perform better on the middle question if the inference 

question was presented before, thus suggesting that emphasizing relations does not 

necessarily help you solve transitive inference problems. This was also supported by 

Romo (1995). 

In summary, this study supports Romo (1995) in which mental representations of 

culturally different groups differ along the lines suggested by various scholars. Specifically 

Hispanic students appear to represent information non-linearly, whereas members of the 

dominant culture (e.g., Anglos) represented the same information linearly. This suggests 

that children from diverse cultural backgrounds may have test scores that do not 

necessarily reflect their understanding of concepts. Standardized tests are constructed 

using linear models that appear to be consistent with the manner in which Anglo students 

mentally represent objects. It is important to relate these findings to test construction in 

order to influence how minority children are evaluated and assessed. 

Further investigation is needed in the area of American Indian populations as well 

as a review of B. Inhelder who writes of the transitive inference paradigm. Unfortunately, 

this study did not have many American Indian children as part of the sample. Because so 

much has been speculated about this population, it would be helpful to know if similar 

differences exist with American Indian children. 
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Code 

MEMORy BLAST CODE SHEET 
L General tnformation 

DATE: / / School Name: l_ 
noolb Date Vear 

Teacben Researchen 

Grade Rrst riJ 
Second ... f2J 
Third I3J 
Other rOJ 

.Gender Female flJ 
Male f2J 

.Ethnic Back£round Native American .... flJ 
Asian r2J 
African American fSJ 
Hispanic W 
Anelo rsj 
Other/foreien (6) 

/ / Date of Birth 
Month Dare Vear 

.Task Pivot-L fU 
Pivot-F (2) 
Linear-L (3) 
Unear-F WJ 

II. OBSERUATIQNAL NOTES 



APPENDIX A (continued^ 

liL CODING 

a. COOKIE L BODY PARTS 

AI YELLOW BLUE RED EI YELLOW BLUE RED 
A2 YELLOW BLUE RED E2 YELLOW BLUE RED 
A3 YELLOW BLUE RED E3 YELLOW BLUE RED 
A4 YELLOW BLUE RED E4 YELLOW BLUE RED 
AS E5 

L SNAKE L ALPHABET 

BI YELLOW BLUE RED F1 YELLOW BLUE RED 
B2 YELLOW BLUE RED F2 YELLOW BLUE RED 
B3 YELLOW BLUE RED F3 YELLOW BLUE RED 
B4 YELLOW BLUE RED F4 YELLOW BLUE RED 
B5 F5 

C STRAWBERRIES G, AGE 

CI YELLOW BLUE RED CI YELLOW BLUE RED 
C2 YELLOW BLUE RED C2 YELLOW BLUE RED 
C3 YELLOW BLUE RED G3 YELLOW BLUE RED 
C4 YELLOW BLUE RED C4 YELLOW BLUE RED 
C5 C5 

0, COLOR tL STORY 

DI YELLOW BLUE RED HI YELLOW BLUE RED 
02 YELLOW BLUE RED H2 YELLOW BLUE RED 
03 YELLOW BLUE RED H3 YELLOW BLUE RED 
04 YELLOW BLUE RED m YELLOW BLUE RED 
05 H5 

CLOSING 
What is your favorite color? 
Did you have problems telfine the difference between colors? Yes No 
Did you understand all of the questions that I asked you? Ves No_ 

[L CHECKLIST 
Uerbal Consent ^Parental Consent Teacher Consent ^Child's Consent 

^Prize 
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APPENPKP 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Directions 

We are going to play a game called MEMORY BLAST today! You have to pay special 
attention to the colors on the cards that I am going to show you because it is very 
important in this game. Let's practice what we are going to do in this game, ok? 

I am going to show you three hats that are different in size (point to the hats with index finger). 

[REPEAT THE SET TWICE] 

The hat on the red card is taller than the hat on the yellow card. 
The hat on the red card is shorter than the hat on the blue card. 

MIDD Where was the middle sized hat, on the red, blue or yellow card? [GOOD!] 
MEM Where was the shorter hat, on the red or yellow card? 
INF Where was the shorter hat, on the yellow or blue card? 
MEM Where was the shorter hat, on the red or blue card? [VERY GOOD!] 
SER Pretend that these cards have the hats that I just showed you on them. Put them in 

order from shortest to tallest hat [Remember, the shortest goes here (child's left) 
and the tallest goes here (child's right).] 

VERY GOOD, I THINK WE ARE READY TO PLAY THIS GAME. DO YOU HAVE ANY 
QUESTIONS? 
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APPENDIX P (gpntinticd) 

Instmcciones 

Te voy a mostrar unas cartas que tienen diferentes objetos en eilas. Quiero que 
pongas much attencion a log que contiene cada carta. Tambien es muy 
importante que pongas attencion a el color de cada carta porque te voy a hacer 
unas preguntas muy importantes sobre cada carta. SI tienes alguna pregunta 
hasia ahorita. 

Vamos a practicar. 
Te voy a mostrar unas cartas, como estas (fijate bien que cada carta tiene una 
figura en ella y cada carta es de diferente color) y luego te voy a decir; 

"El sombrero en la carta roja esta mas alto que el sombrero de la carta amarilla." 
"El sombrero en la carta roja esta mas bajito que el sombrero de la carta azul." 

MIDD Adonde estaba el sombrero de medio tamanio, en la carta roja, azul o amarilla? 
MEM Adonde estaba el sombrero mas bajito, en la carta roja o amarilla? (MUY BIEN!) 
INF Adonde estaba el sombrero mas bajito, en la carta amarilla o azul? 
MEM Adonde estaba el sombrero mas bajito, en la carta roja or azul? (QUE BIEN!) 
SER Ahora pon estas cartitas en orden. La cartita que tenia el sombrero mas alto va 

aqui, la cartita que tenia el sombrero mas bajito va aqui. 

DESPUES QUE EL NINO TERMINE, ASEGURE AL NINO QUE ESTA RESPONDIENDO 
CORRECTAMENTE Y CORRIJA SUS ERRORES. 
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APPEWPIXC 
TESTING SCHEDULES 

LINEAR: F SCHEDULE 

^ Cpgldg (pgrtgptMal) 
blue<red<yelIow 

I am going to show you three cookies. They are all different in the amount that has been eaten. 

The bite on the blue card is smaller than the bite on the red card. 
The bite on the red card is smaller than the bite on the yellow card. 

MIDD Where was the middle sized bite, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
MEM 1 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the bigger bite, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the three cookies that I showed you. Put them in 
order from biggest bite to smallest bite. [Remember, the biggest bite goes here (child's left) and the 
smallest bite goes here (child's right).] 

Snake fperceptuaH 
blue<^ellow<red 

/ am going to show you three pretend snakes. They are different in length. 

The snake on the blue card is shorter than the snake on the yellow card. 
The snake on the yellow card is shorter than the snake on the red card. 

MIDD Where was the middle sized snake, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
MEM 1 Where was the longer snake, on the yellow or blue card? 
INF Where was the longer snake, on the red or blue card? 
MEM 2 Where was the longer snake on the yellow or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the snakes that you saw. Put them in order from 
shortest snake to longest snake. [Remember, the shortest snake goes here (child's left) and the 
longest snake goes here (child's right).] 
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C. Strawberries (ptrttptwal) 
red<blue*^ellow 

I am going to show you some cards with strawberries on them. The number ofstrawberries is 
different. 

The red card has fewer strawberries than the blue card. 
The blue card has fewer strawberries than the yellow card. 

MIDD Which card had the middle number of strawberries, the red, yellowor blue card? 
MEM I Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or the red card? 
INF Which card had the most strawberries, the red or the yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards I showed you. Put them in order from most 
strawberries to least strawberries. [Remember, the most strawberries goes here (child's left) and the 
least strawberries goes here (child's right).] 

D. Color fperceptuah 
yeIlow<red<blue 

I am going to show you some cows. They are all different in the shades of green. 

The cow on the yellow card is lighter than the cow on the red card. 
The cow on the red card, is lighter than the cow on the blue card. 

MIDD Which card had the middle shaded cow, the red, blue or the yellowcard? 
MEM 1 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or yellow card? 
INTF Which cow was darker, the one on the yellow or blue card? 
MEM 2 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or blue card? 
SER Pretend these are the cows that I showed you. Put them in order from 
lightest cow to the darkest cow. [Remember, the lightest cow goes here (child's left) and the darkest 
cow goes here (child's right).] 

Body Parts fconceotuan 
yellow<blue<red 

lam going to show you three cards with different parts of the body. Pay special attention to the 
color of the card that the part is on. 

The part on the yellow card is below the part on the blue card. 
The part on the blue card is below the part on the red card. 

MIDD. 
MEM 1 

Where was the middle part of the body, on the red, blue or yellow card? 
Which part of the body was on toe, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
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INF Which part of the bo(fy was on top, the part on the yellow or red card? 
MEM 2 Which part of the bod^ was on the part on the blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the body on them. Put them 
in order from the top part to the bottom part. [Remember, the top part goes here (child's left) and 
the bottom part goes here (child's right).] 

£. Alphabet fconceptuah 
blue<red'^eUow 

/ am going to show you cards with letters that are in the alphabet. 

The letter on the blue card comes after the letter on the red card in the alphabet. 
The letter on the red card comes after the letter on the yellow card in the alphabet 

MIDD Where was the letter that came in the middle of the alphabet on the red, blue 
or yellow card? 

MEM 1 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the rai or yellow 
card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the letters of the alphabet Put them in 
order from the letter that came last to the letter that came first in the alphabet [Remember, the last 
letter goes here (child's left) and the first letter goes here (child's right).] 

(L Age (contcptyal) 
bIue<red<^ellow 

I am going to show you three cards with people of different ages. 

The person on the blue card is older than the person on the red card. 
The person on the red card is older than the person on the yellow card. 

MIDD Where was the middle aged persorL on the blue, vellow or red card? 
MEM 1 Where was the younger person, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the younger person, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the younger person, on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the people I just showed you. Put them 
in order from the oldest person to youngest person. [Remember, the oldest goes here (child's left) 
and the youngest goes here (child's right).] 
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IL Story fwnccptyal) 
blue<red-^eUow 

lam going to show you three cards with dOTerent parts ofa story. 

The part on the blue card comes later than the part on the red card. 
The part on the red card comes later than the part on the yellow card. 

MIDD Where was the middle part of the story, on the yellow, red or blue card? 
MEM I Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or blue card? 
INF Which part came first in the story, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the story. Put them in order 
fi'om the part that came last in the story to the part that came fint [Remember, the last part goes 
here (child's left) and the first part goes here (child's right).] 

LINEAR: L SCHEDULE 

A^ Cookie faerceptuan 
blue<red<yelIow 

I am going to show you three cookies. They are all dijferent in the amount that has been eaten. 

The bite on the blue card is smaller than the bite on the red card. 
The bite on the red card is smaller than the bite on the yellow card. 

MEM 1 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the bigger bite, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle sized bite, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the three cookies that I showed you. Put them in 
order from biggest bite to smallest bite. [Remember, the biggest bite goes here (child's left) and the 
smallest bite goes here (child's right).] 

Snake fperceptuan 
bIue^ellow<ral 

I am going to show you three pretend snakes. They are dijferent in lenph. 

The snake on the blue card is shorter than the snake on the yellow card. 
The snake on the yellow card is shorter than the snake on the red card. 

MEM 1 Where was the longer snake, on the yellow or blue card? 
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INF Where was the longer snake, on the red or blue card? 
MEM 2 Where was the longer snake on the yellow or red card? 
MIDD Where was the middle sized snake, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the snakes that you saw. Put them in order from 
shortest snake to longest snake. [Remember, the shortest snake goes here (child's left) and the 
longest snake goes here (child's right] 

C. Strawberries fperceptuan 
red<blue<^ellow 

lam going to show you some cards with strawberries on them. The number ofstrawberries is 
different. 

The red card has fewer strawberries than the blue card. 
The blue card has fewer strawberries than the yellow card. 

MEM 1 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or the red card? 
INF Which card bad the most strawberries, the red or the yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or yellow card? 
MIDD Which card had the middle number of strawberries, the red, yellow or blue 

card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards I showed you. Put them in order from most 
strawberries to least strawberries. [Remember, the most strawberries goes here (child's left) and the 
least strawberries goes here (child's right).] 

Color fperceptuah 
yellow<red<blue 

/ am going to show you some cows. They are all different in the shades of green. 

The cow on the yellow card is lighter than the cow on the red card. 
The cow on the red card, is lighter than the cow on the blue card. 

MEM 1 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or yellow card? 
INF Which cow was darker, the one on the yellow or blue card? 
MEM 2 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or blue card? 
MIDD Which card had the middle shaded cow, the red, blue or the yellow card? 
SER Pretend these are the cows that I showed you. Put them in order from 
lightest cow to the darkest cow. [Remember, the lightest cow goes here (child's left) and the darkest 
cow goes here (child's right).] 
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Body Parts (conceptual^ 
yellow<4)lue<red 

/ am going to show you three cards with different parts of the body. Pay special attention to the 
color of the card that the part is on. 

The part on the yellow card is below the part on the blue card. 
The part on the blue card is below the part on the red card. 

MEM 1 Which part of the bocfy was on top, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
INF Which part of the bocfy was on ton, the part on the yellow or red card? 
MEM 2 Which part of the bo<fy was on top, the part on the blue or red card? 
MDDD Where was the middle part of the bo<fy, on the red, blue or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the body on them. Put them 
in order from the top part to the bottom part [Remember, the top part goes here (child's left) and 
the bottom part goes here (child's right).] 

L Alphabet (conceptuaH 
blue<red'<^ellow 

/ am going to show you cards with letters that are in the alphabet. 

The letter on the blue card comes after the letter on the red card in the alphabet 
The letter on the red card comes after the letter on the yellow card in the alphabet 

MEM 1 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the blue or yellow 

card? 
MEM 2 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the red or yellow 
card? 
MIDD Where was the letter that came in the middle of the alphabet on the red, blue 

or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the letters of the alphabet Put them in 
order from the letter that came last to the letter that came first in the alphabet [Remember, the last 
letter goes here (child's left) and the first letter goes here (child's right).] 

£L Age fwnccptwal) 
blue<red<yellow 

I am going to show you three cards with people of different a^es. 

The person on the blue card is older than the person on the red card. 
The person on the red card is older than the person on the yellow card. 

MEM 1 Where was the younger person, on the red or blue card? 
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INF Where was the younger person, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the younger person, on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle aged person, on the blue, yellow or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the people I just showed you. Put them 
in order from the oldest person to youngest person. [Remember, the oldest goes here (child's left) 
and the youngest goes here (child's right).] 

H. Story (concentuan 
blue<red<^ellow 

lam going to show you three cards with different parts of a story. 

The part on the blue card comes later than the part on the red card. 
The part on the red card comes later than the part on the yellow card. 

MEM 1 Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or blue card? 
INF Which part came first in the story, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which part came fiist in the stoiy, the part on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle part of the story, on the yellow, rol or blue card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the story. Put them in order 
from the part that came last in the story to the part that came fint. [Remember, the last part goes 
here (child's left) and the first part goes here (child's right).] 

PIVOT: L SCHEDULE 

A. Cookie (perceptuah 
blue<red<yeUow 

/ am going to show you three cookies. They are all dijferent in the amount that has been eaten. 

The bite on the red card is smaller than the bite on the yellow card. 
The bite on the red card is bigger than the bite on the blue card. 

MEM 1 Where was the bipger bite, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the bigger bite, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle sized bite, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the three cookies that I showed you. Put them in 
order from biggest bite to smallest bite. [Remember, the biggest bite goes here (child's left) and the 
smallest bite goes here (child's right).] 
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& Snakg (pgrccptval) 
blue«^clIow<red 

/ am going to show you three pretend snakes. They are different in length. 

The snake on the yellow card is shorter than the snake on the red card. 
The snake on the yellow card is longer than the snake on the blue card. 

MEM 1 Where was the lonper snake, on the yellow or blue card? 
INF Where was the longer snake, on the red or blue card? 
MEM 2 Where was the longer snake on the yellow or red card? 
MIDD Where was the middle sized snake, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the snakes that you saw. Put them in order from 

shortest snake to longest snake. [Remember, the shortest snake goes here 
(child's left) and the longest snake goes here (child's right).] 

C. Strawberries fnerceptuan 
red<blue<yellow 

I am going to show you some cards with strawberries on them. The number of strawberries is 
different. 

The blue card has fewer strawberries than the yellow card. 
The blue card has more strawberries than the red card. 

MEM 1 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or the red card? 
INF Which card had the most strawberries, the red or the yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or yellow card? 
MIDD Which card had the middle number of strawberries, the red, yellow or blue 

card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards I showed you. Put them in order from most 
strawberries to least strawberries. [Remember, the most strawberries goes here (child's left) and the 
least strawberries goes here (child's right).] 

Color (oerceptuan 
yellow<red<blue 

/ am going to show you some cows. They are all different in the shades of green. 

The cow on the red card is darker than the cow on the yellow card. 
The cow on the red card is lighter than the cow on the blue card. 

MEM 1 
INF ... 

Which cow was darker, the one on the red or yellow card? 
Which cow was darker, the one on the yellow or blue card? 
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MEM 2 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or blue card? 
MIDD Which card had the middle shaded cow, the red, blue or the yellow card? 

SER Pretend these are the cows that I showed you. Put them in order from 
lightest cow to the darkest cow. [Remember, the lightest cow goes here (child's left) and the darkest 
cow goes here (child's right).] 

Et. Body Parts fconceptuah 
yellow<blue<red 

I am going to show you three cards with different parts of the body. Pay special attention to the 
color of the card that the part is on. 

The part on the blue card is below the part on the red card. 
The part on the blue card is above the part on the yellow card. 

MEM 1 Which part of the body was on top, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
INF Which part of the bo<fy was on ton, the part on the yellow or red card? 
MEM 2 Which part of the bo<fy was on lop, the part on the blue or red card? 
MIDD Where was the middle part of the body, on the red, blue or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts ofthe body on them. Put them 
in order from the top part to the bottom part [Remember, the top part goes here (child's left) and 
the bottom part goes here (child's right).] 

E Alphabet (conceptuah 
blue<red<yeIlow 

I am going to show you cards with letters that are in the alphabet. 

The letter on the red card comes after the letter on the yellow card in the alphabet. 
The letter on the red card comes before the letter on the blue card in the alphabet 

MEM 1 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the blue or yellow 

card? 
MEM 2 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet, on the red or yellow 
card? 
MIDD Where was the letter that came in the middle of the alphabet on the red, blue 

or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the letters of the alphabet Put them in 
order from the letter that came last to the letter that came first in the alphabet [Remember, the last 
letter goes here (child's left) and the first letter goes here (child's right).] 

IL A^e fconceptuah 
blue<red-^elIow 
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lam going to show you three cards with people ofdifferent gges. 

The person on the red card is older than the person on the yellow card. 
The person on the red card is younger than the person on the blue card. 

MEM 1 Where was the younger person, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the younger person, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the younger person, on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle aged person, on the blue, yellow or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the people I just showed you. Put them 
in order from the oldest person to youngest person. [Remember, the oldest goes here (child's left) 
and the youngest goes here (child's right).] 

Story fconcentuah 
bluc<red<yeIlow 

lam going to show you three cards with different parts ofa story. 

The part on the red card comes later than the part on the yellow card. 
The part on the red card comes earlier than the part on the blue card. 

MEM 1 Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or blue card? 
INF Which part came first in the story, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or yellow card? 
MIDD Where was the middle part of the story, on the yellow, red or blue card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the story. Put them in order 
fi'om the part that came last in the story to the part that came first [Remember, the last part goes 
here (child's left) and the first part goes here (child's right).] 

PIVOT: F SCHEDULE 

Ar Copla> fperygptMal) 
blue<red<^ellow 

/ am going to show you three cookies. They are all different in the amount that has been eaten. 

The bite on the red card is smaller than the bite on the yellow card. 
The bite on the red card is bigger than the bite on the blue card. 

MIDD Where was the middle sized bite, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
MEM 1 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the bigger bite, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the bigger bite, on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the three cookies that I showed you. Put them in 
order fi'om biggest bite to smallest bite. [Remember, the biggest bite goes here (child's left) and the 
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smallest bite goes here (child's right).] 

B. Snake (pcrccptwal) 
blue<yellow<r«i 

/ am going to show you three pretend snakes. They are different in length. 

The snake on the yellow card is shorter than the snake on the red card. 
The snake on the yellow card is longer than the snake on the blue card. 

MIDD Where was the middle sized snake, on the yellow, blue or red card? 
MEM 1 Where was the longer snake, on the yellow or blue card? 
INF Where was the longer snake, on the red or blue card? 
MEM 2 Where was the longer snake on the yellow or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the snakes that you saw. Put them in order from 
shortest snake to longest snake. [Remember, the shortest snake goes here (child's left) and the 
longest snake goes here (child's right).] 

C. Strawberries fperceptuaH 
red<blue<yellow 

I am going to show you some cards with strawberries on them. The number ofstrawberries is 
different. 

The blue card has fewer strawberries than the yellow card. 
The blue card has more strawberries than the red card. 

MIDD Which card had the middle number of strawberries, the red, yellow or blue 
card? 

MEM 1 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or the red card? 
INF Which card had the most strawberries, the red or the yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which card had the most strawberries, the blue or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards I showed you. Put them in order from most 
strawberries to least strawberries. [Remember, the most strawberries goes here (child's left) and the 
least strawberries goes here (child's right).] 

Color rperceotuan 
yellow<red<blue 

I am going to show you some cows. They are all different in the shades of green. 

The cow on the red card is darker than the cow on the yellow card. 
The cow on the red card is lighter than the cow on the blue card. 

MIDD Which card had the middle shaded cow, the red, blue or the yellow card? 
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MEM 1 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or yellow card? 
INF Which cow was darker, the one on the yellow or blue card? 
MEM 2 Which cow was darker, the one on the red or blue card? 
SER Pretend these are the cows that I showed you. Put them in order from 
lightest cow to the darkest cow. [Remember, the lightest cow goes here (child's left) and the darkest 
cow goes here (child's right).] 

Body Parts (conceptual^ 
yeIlow<blue<red 

/ am going to show you three cards with different parts of the body. Pay special attention to the 
color of the card that the part is on. 

The part on the blue card is below the part on the red card. 
The part on the blue card is above the part on the yellow card. 

MIDD Where was the middle part of the body, on the red, blue or yellow card? 
MEM 1 Which part of the body was on ton, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
INF Which part of the body was on tec, the part on the yellow or red card? 
MEM 2 Which part of the botfy was on top, the part on the blue or red card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the body on them. Put them 
in order from the top part to the bottom part [Remember, the top part goes here (child's left) and 
the bottom part goes here (child's right).] 

Et Alphabet fconceptuah 
blue<red-^ellow 

lam going to show you cards with letters that are in the alphabet. 

The letter on the red card comes after the letter on the yellow card in the alphabet 
The letter on the red card comes before the letter on the blue card in the alphabet 

MIDD Where was the letter that came in the middle of the alphabet on the red, blue 
or yellow card? 

MEM 1 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet on the blue or yellow 

card? 
MEM 2 Where was the letter that came first in the alphabet on the red or yellow 
card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the letters of the alphabet Put them in 
order from the letter that came last to the letter that came first in the alphabet [Remember, the last 
letter goes here (child's left) and the first letter goes here (child's rightX] 

Qj. Age fconcentuan 
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blue<re(i<yellow 

I am going to show you three cards with people of different ages. 

The person on the red card is older than the person on the yellow card. 
The person on the red card is vounyer than the person on the blue card. 

MIDD Where was the middle aged person, on the blue, vellow or red card? 

MEM 1 Where was the younger person, on the red or blue card? 
INF Where was the younger person, on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Where was the younger person, on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the people I just showed you. Put them 
in order from the oldest person to youngest person. [Remember, the oldest goes here (child's left) 
and the youngest goes here (child's right).] 

IL Story (cQnceptval) 
blue<red<yellow 

/ am going to show you three cards with different parts o f a story. 

The part on the red card comes later than the part on the yellow card. 
The part on the red card comes earlier than the part on the blue card. 

MIDD Where was the middle part of the story, on the yellow, red or blue card? 
MEM I Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or blue card? 
INF Which part came first in the story, the part on the blue or yellow card? 
MEM 2 Which part came first in the story, the part on the red or yellow card? 
SER Pretend that these are the cards with the parts of the story. Put them in order 
fi'om the part that came last in the story to the part that came first [Remember, the last part goes 
here (child's left) and the first part goes here (child's right).] 

LINEAR: F SCHEDULE 

At Galleta (perceptuaH 

Te voy ensenar tres gallets. Las galletas tienen mordidas que son diferentes. 

La mordida en la carta azul esta mas chiquita que la mordida en la carta roja. 
La mordida en la carta roja esta mas chiquita que la mordida en la carta amarilla. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la mordida de medio tamanio, en la carta amarilla, azul o roja? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la morida mas grande, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta roja o la carta amarilla? 
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SER Pon estas caititas en orden. La carta que tenia la mordida mas grande va aqui, 
la cartita que tenia la mordida mas chiquita va aqui. 

& Vibora fperceptuaH 

Te voy enseHar tres viboras. Son de diferentes tamanios. 

La vibora en la carta azul esta maz cortita que la vibora en la carta amarilla. 
La vibora en la carta amarilla esta maz cortita que la vibora en la carta roja. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la vibora del tamanio mediano, en la carta amarilla, azul or 
roja? 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o carta azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta roja o en la carta azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vibora mas cortita va aqui, la 

cartita que tenia la vibora mas larga va aqui. 

Q Fresas Tperceptuah 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con fresas. Las cartas tienen diferentes cantidades de fresas. 

La carta roja tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta azul. 
La carta azul tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta amarilla. 

MIDD A qual carta tenia el medio numero de fresas, la carta roja, amarilla o azul? 
MEM 1 A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o roja? 
INF A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta roja o amarilla? 
MEM2 A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia mas fresas va aqui, la cartita 
que tenia mas poquitas fresas va aqui. 

COLOR fperceptuah 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con vacas. La vacas son de diferentes colores de verde. 

La vaca en la carta amarilla esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta roja. 
La vaca en la carta roja esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la vaca de medio color verde, en la carta roja, azul, o amarilla? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta amarilla o azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vaca mas clarita va aqui, la 
carta que tenia la vaca mas obscura va aqui. 
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£x PARTES DEL CUERPO rconceptual^ 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con diferentes partes del cuerpo. 

La parte en la carta amarilla esta abajo de la parte en la carta azul. 
La parte en la carta azul esta abajo de la parte en la carta roja. 

MIDD Adonde estaba el medio del cuerpo, en la carta roja, azul o amarilla? 
MEMl Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la parte mas arriba del cuerpo va aqui, la parte ma 
abajo va aqui. 

ALFABETO (conceptuala^ 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con diferentes lettras. 

La letra en la carta azul viene despues de la letra en la carta roja en el alfabeto. 
Laa letra en la carta roja viente despues de la letra en la carta azul en el alfabeto. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la letra que venia en el medio del alfabeto, en la carta roja, azul 
o amarilla? 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta azul o 

amarilla? 
MEMl Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o 

amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al fin del 
alfabeto va aqui, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al comenzar del alfabeto va aqui. 

EDAD (conceptuah 

Te voy ensenar tres cartas con personas de diferentes edades. 

La persona en la carta azul esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta roja. 
La persona que esta en la carta roja, esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta amarilla. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la persona de la edad mediana, en la carta azul, amarilla o roja? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la persona mas vieja va aqui, la 
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carta que tenia la persona mas joven va aqui. 

CUENTQ (wnccptwal) 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con diferentes partes de un cuento. 

La parte en ia carta azul viene despues de la parte en la carta roja. 
La parte en la carta roja viene despues de la parte en la carta amarilla. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la parte del medio del cuento, en la carta amarilla, roja o azul? 
MEM I Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta azul o 

amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o 

amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La parte que vino mas al fin del cuento va aqui, la 
parte que vino mas al comenzar del cuento, va aqui. 

LINEAR; L SCHEDULE 

A, Galleta (perceptuaH 

Te voy ensenar tres gallets. Las galletas tienen mordidas que son diferentes. 

La mordida en la carta azul esta mas chiquita que la mordida en la carta roja. 
La mordida en la carta roja esta mas chiquita que la mordida en ia carta amarilla. 

MEM I Adonde estaba la morida mas grande, en la carta roja o azul? 
Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta azul o amarilla? 

MEM2 Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta roja o la carta amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la mordida de medio tamanio, en ia carta amarilla, azul o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la mordida mas grande va aqui, 
la cartita que tenia la mordida mas chiquita va aqui. 

Vibora fperceptuah 

Te voy ensefiar tres viboras. Son de diferentes tamanios. 

La vibora en ia carta azul esta maz cortita que ia vibora en la carta amarilla. 
La vibora en la carta amarilla esta maz cortita que la vibora en ia carta roja. 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba ia vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o carta azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta roja o en la carta azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la vibora del tamanio mediano, en la carta amarilla, azul or 
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roja? 
SER Pon estas caititas en orden. La carta que tenia la vibora mas cortita va aqui, la 
cartita que tenia la vibora mas larga va aqui. 

Q Frwag (pgrtcptwaO 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con fresas. Las cartas tienen diferentes cantidades de fresas. 

La carta roja tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta azuL 
La carta azul tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta amariila. 

MEM 1 A qual carta tenia mas firesas, la carta azul o roja? 
INF A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta roja o amariila? 
MEM2 A qual carta tenia mas fi^as, la carta azul o amariila? 
MIDD A qual carta tenia el medio numero de fresas, la carta roja, amariila o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia mas fresas va aqui, la cartita 
que tenia mas poquitas fresas va aqui. 

COLOR (perceptuah 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con vacas. La vacas son de diferentes colores de verde. 

La vaca en la carta amariila esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta roja. 
La vaca en la carta roja esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta azul. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o amariila? 
INF Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta amariila o azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o azul? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la vaca de medio color verde, en la carta roja, azul, o amariila? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vaca mas clarita va aqui, la 
carta que tenia la vaca mas obscura va aqui. 

£> PARTES DEL CIJERPO fconceotuan 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con diferentes partes del cuerpo. 

La parte en la carta amariila esta abajo de la parte en la carta azul. 
La parte en la carta azul esta abajo de la parte en la carta roja. 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o amariila? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta amariila o roja? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o roja? 
MIDD Adonde estaba el medio del cuerpo, en la carta roja, azul o amariila? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la parte mas arriba del cuerpo va aqui, la parte ma 
abajo va aqui. 
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E, ALFABETO fconceptuala^ 

Te voy ensenar tres cartas con diferentes lettras. 

La ietra en ia carta azul viene despues de la letra en la carta roja en el alfabeto. 
Laa letra en la carta roja viente despues de la letra en la carta azul en el alfabeto. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta azul o 

amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o 

amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la letra que venia en el medio del alfabeto, en la carta roja, azul 

o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al fin del 
alfabeto va aqui, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al comenzar del alfabeto va aqui. 

EDAD fconceptuan 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con personas de diferentes edades. 

La persona en la carta azul esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta roja. 
La persona que esta en la carta roja, esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta amarilla. 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la persona de la edad mediana, en la carta azul, amarilla o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la persona mas vieja va aqui, la 
carta que tenia ia persona mas joven va aqui. 

CUENTO fconceptuan 

Te voy ensenar tres cartas con diferentes partes de un cuento. 

La parte en la carta azul viene despues de la parte en la carta roja. 
La parte en la carta roja viene despues de la parte en la carta amarilla. 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en 
INF Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en 

amarilla? 
MEMl Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en 

amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la parte del medio del cuento, en la carta amarilla, roja o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La parte que vino mas al fin del cuento va aqui, la 

la carta roja o azul? 
la carta azul o 

la carta roja o 
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parte que vino mas al comenzar del cuento, va aqui. 

PIVOT: F SCHEDULE 

AL GALLETA (conceptuah 

Te voy ensefiar tres gallets. Las galletas tienen mordidas que son diferentes. 

La mordida en la carta roja esta mas chiquita que la mordida en la carta amarilla. 
La mordida en la carta roja esta mas grande que la mordida en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la mordida de medio tamanio, en la carta amarilla, azul o roja? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la morida mas grande, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta roja o la carta amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la mordida mas grande va aqui, la 
cartita que tenia la mordida mas chiquita va aqui. 

VIBORA fconceptuaH 

Te voy ensefiar tres viboras. Son de diferentes tamanios. 

La vibora en la carta amarilla esta mas cortita que la vibora en la carta roja. 
La vibora en la carta amarilla esta mas larga que la vibora en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la vibora del tamanio mediano, en la carta amarilla, azul or roja? 
MEM I Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o carta azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta roja o en la carta azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vibora mas cortita va aqui, la 
cartita que tenia la vibora mas larga va aqui. 

FRESAS rconceptuaH 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con fresas. Las cartas tienen diferentes cantidades de fresas. 

La carta azul tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta amarilla. 
La carta azul tiene mas fresas que la carta roja. 

MIDD A qual carta tenia el medio numero de &esas, la carta roja, amarilla o azul? 
MEMl A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o roja? 
INF A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta roja o amarilla? 
MEM2 A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia mas fresas va aqui, la cartita que 
tenia mas poquitas fresas va aqui. 
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Di COLOR fconceptuan 

Te voy enseflar tres cartas con vacas. La vacas son de diferentes colores de verde. 

La vaca en la carta roja esta mas obscura que la vaca en la carta amarilla. 
La vaca en la carta roja esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la vaca de medio color verde, en la carta roja, azul, o amarilla? 
MEMl Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta amarilla o azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vaca mas clarita va aqui, la carta 
que tenia la vaca mas obscura va aqui. 

Mu PARTES PEL CUgHPO fpcrwptval) 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con diferentes partes del cuerpo. 

La parte en la carte azul esta abajo de la parte en la carta roja. 
La parte en la carte azul esta mas arriba de la parte en la carta amarilla. 

MIDD Adonde estaba el medio del cuerpo, en la carta roja, azul o amarilla? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la parte mas airiba del cuerpo va aqui, la parte ma 
abajo va aqui. 

ALFABETO f^perceptuaH 

Te voy ensehar tres cartas con diferentes lettras. 

La letra en la carta roja viene despues de la letra en la carta amarilla en el alfabeto. 
La letra en la carta roja viene primero de la letra en la carta azul en el alfabeto. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la letra que venia en el medio del alfabeto, en la carta roja, azul o 
amarilla? 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al fin del 
alfabeto va aqui, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al comenzar del alfabeto va aqui. 
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iL EDAD faerceptual) 

Te voy enseHar tres cartas con personas de diferentes edades. 

La persona en la carta roja esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta amarilla. 
La persona en la carta roja esta mas joven que la persona en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la persona de la edad mediana, en la carta azul, amarilla o roja? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la persona mas vieja va aqui, la 
carta que tenia la persona mas joven va aqui. 

Ht HISTORIA fnerceptuah 

Te voy ensenar tres cartas con diferentes partes de un cuento. 

La parte en la carta roja viene despues de la parte en la carta amarilla. 
La parte en la carta roja viene primero de la parte en la carta azul. 

MIDD Adonde estaba la parte del medio del cuento, en la carta amarilla, roja o azul? 
MEM 1 Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La parte que vino mas al fin del cuento va aqui, la 
parte que vino mas al comenzar del cuento, va aqui. 

PIVOT; L SCHEDULE 

Ax GALLETA fconceptuan 

Te voy enseflar tres gallets. Las galletas tienen mordidas que son diferentes. 

La mordida en ia carta roja esta mas chiquita que la mordida en la carta amarilla. 
La mordida en la carta roja esta mas grande que la mordida en la carta azul. 

MEM 1 Adonde estaba la morida mas grande, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la mordida mas grande, en la carta roja o la carta amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la mordida de medio tamanio, en la carta amarilla, azul o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la mordida mas grande va aqui, la 
cartita que tenia la mordida mas chiquita va aqui. 

B, VIBORA fconceptuan 
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Te voy enseflar tres viboras. Son de diferentes tamanios. 

La vibora en la carta amarilla esta mas cortita que la vibora en la carta roja. 
La vibora en la carta amarilla esta mas larga que la vibora en la carta azul. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o carta azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta roja o en la carta azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vibora mas larga, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la vibora del tamanio mediano, en la carta amarilla, azul or roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vibora mas cortita va aqui, la 
cartita que tenia la vibora mas larga va aqui. 

Cx FRESAS fconceptuan 

Te voy ensehar tres cartas con fresas. Las cartas tienen diferentes cantidades de fresas. 

La carta azul tiene mas poquitas fresas que la carta amarilla. 
La carta azul tiene mas fresas que la carta roja. 

MEMl A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o roja? 
INF A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta roja o amarilla? 
MEM2 A qual carta tenia mas fresas, la carta azul o amarilla? 
MIDD A qual carta tenia el medio numero de fresas, la carta roja, amarilla o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia mas fresas va aqui, la cartita que 
tenia mas poquitas fresas va aqui. 

COLOR (conceptuaH 

Te voy ensenar tres cartas con vacas. La vacas son de diferentes colores de verde. 

La vaca en la carta roja esta mas obscura que la vaca en la carta amarilla. 
La vaca en la carta roja esta mas clarita que la vaca en la carta azul. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la vaca tnas obscura, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta amarilla o azul? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la vaca mas obscura, en la carta roja o azul? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la vaca de medio color verde, en la carta roja, azul, o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la vaca mas clarita va aqui, la carta 
que tenia la vaca mas obscura va aqui. 

JL PARTES DEL CUERPO fperceptual) 
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Te voy enseHar tres cartas con diferentes partes del cuerpo. 

La parte en la carte azul esta abajo de la parte en la carta roja. 
La parte en la carte azul esta mas arriba de la parte en la carta amarilla. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta amarilla o roja? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte mas arriba del cuerpo, en la carta azul o roja? 
MIDD Adonde estaba el medio del cuerpo, en la carta roja, azul o amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la parte mas arriba del cuerpo va aqui, la parte ma 
abajo va aqui. 

L ALFABETO (perceptual) 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con diferentes lettras. 

La letra en la carta roja viene despues de la letra en la carta amarilla en el alfabeto. 
La letra en la carta roja viene primero de la letra en la carta azul en el alfabeto. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la letra que venia primero en el alfabeto, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la letra que venia en el medio del alfabeto, en la carta roja, azul o 

amarilla? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden, la carta que tenia la letra que vem'a mas al fin del 
alfabeto va aqui, la carta que tenia la letra que venia mas al comenzar del alfabeto va aqui. 

EDAD fperceptuah 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con personas de diferentes edades. 

La persona en la carta roja esta mas vieja que la persona en la carta amarilla. 
La persona en la carta roja esta mas joven que la persona en la carta azul. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la persona masjovea, en la carta roja 0 azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la persona mas joven, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la persona de la edad mediana, en la carta azul, amarilla o roja? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La carta que tenia la persona mas vieja va aqui, la 
carta que tenia la persona mas joven va aqui. 

IL mSTORIAfperceptuan 

Te voy ensefiar tres cartas con diferentes partes de un cuento. 
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La parte en la carta roja viene despues de la parte en la carta amarilla. 
La parte en la carta roja viene primero de la parte en la carta azul. 

MEMl Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o azul? 
INF Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta azul o amarilla? 
MEM2 Adonde estaba la parte que vino primero en el cuento, en la carta roja o amarilla? 
MIDD Adonde estaba la parte del medio del cuento, en la carta amarilla, roja o azul? 
SER Pon estas cartitas en orden. La parte que vino mas al fin del cuento va aqui, la 
parte que vino mas al comenzar del cuento, va aqui. 
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APPENDIX D 
CONSENT FORMS 

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 
Cultural difierences in memory and logical Reasoning 

I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of the nature 
of this research stucfy and of how my child will participate in it, if I consent to their doing so. 
Signing this form will indicate that I have been so informed and that I give my consent Federal 
regulations require written informed consent prior to my child's participation in this research study 
so that I can know the nature and the risks of my child's participation and can decide to allow them 
to participate in a free and informed manner. 

My child is being asked to participate in the above titled research project which has been 
approved by the school district and principal. My child is being asked to participate because they 
are of the age group being studied and because of their attendance at ^elementary 
school. 

The stucty's principal investigator is a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona's 
Department of Educational Psychology. The supervising investigator is a professor in the same 
department, Valerie F. R^a, Ph.D. 
The purpose of the project is to stucfy how children from different ethnic backgrounds reason. The 
ultimate aim is to improve the educational performance of children. If I let my child participate, 
they will be shown several cards of different pictures and objects, and will be asked questions about 
what is shown to them. The whole process should take about ten minutes. 

My child's answers will be confidential. They can quit the project at any time without any 
hard feelings and without any effect on their grades in school. I can withdraw my child from the 
study if I want to. Other than possible boredom, there is no emotional, physical or psychological 
risk to my child that could reasonably be expected. My child will not get any specific benefits from 
participating in this study. However, some children may benefit from practicing at performing 
these educational tasks. 

Before giving my consent by signing this form, the methods, inconveniences, risks and 
benefits have been explained to me and my questions have been answered. I understand that I may 
ask questions at any time and that my child is free to withdraw from the project at any time. I 
understand that I do not give up my legal rights by signing this consent form. I understand that this 
consent form will be filed in an area designated by the Human Subjects Committee with access 
restricted to the principal investigator, Maria Romo Chavira, or authorized representative of the 
Educational Psychology Department A copy of this signed consent from will be given to me. 

(Parent/guardian signature) (Date) 
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(Child's Name) .. (Child's Teachcr) 

I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project I hereby certify that to the 
best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, 
demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her child's participation and his/her signature is legally 
valid. A language problem has not prevented this understanding. 

(Signature of Investigator) (Date) 

Questions or concerns regarding this project may be addressed to Maria Romo Chavira at (602) 
232-2707. 
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FORMA DE CONSENTIMIENTO PARENTAL 
Diferencias culturales en la memoria y el razonamiento logico 

Me ban pedido que rebice el siguente material para asegurar que estoy informado sobre las 
caracteristicas de este estudio y de la manera en que mi hijo(a) va participar, dado mi consentimieto. 
Al firmar esta forma, indico que he estado informado y que he dado mi consentimiento. 
Regulationes federales requeren consentimiento escrito antes de la participacion de mi hijo(a), para 
que yo este bien informado sobre la manera en que mi hijo(a) va a participar y los riesgos de esta 
participacion. De esta manera puedo decidir sobre la participacion de mi hijo(a), en este estudio, en 
una manera libre y informada. 

Mi hijo(a) fue elegido para participar en el dicho estudio. Mi hijo(a) fiie elegido par 
participar per que cs de la edad que se esta estudiando y por su atendencia en 

escuela primaria. La investigadora principal del estudio es una estudiante de 
doctorado en el Departamento de Psicologia Educativa en la Universidad de Arizona. Dirigiendo 
esta invistigacion es la professora Valerie F. Reyna del departamiento. 

El proposito de la investigacion es para estudiar como ninos de diferentes culturas razonan. 
Nuestor objeto es mejorar el desempeno educative de nuestros ninos. La participacion de mi hijo(a) 
consiste el monstramiento de varias cartas excibiendo diferentes retratos y objetos. Se le daran 
preguntas sobre las cartas y su contenido. El proceso completo tomara como 10 minutos. 

Las respuestas de me hijo(a) seran confidenciales. Estan a libertad de dejar el projecto en 
cualquier memento sin ningun efecto en sus grados. Puedo retirar a mi hijo(a) de este projecto en 
cualquier memento. A demas de la posibilidad de aburrimiento no hay razon para esperar ningun 
riesgos emotionales, fisicos, o psicologicos. Mi hijo(a) no recibera ningun beneOcion especifico por 
su participacion. De cualquier manera es posible que el nino reciba algun beneficio educativo por 
su participacion. 

Antes de firmar este documento, dando mi consentimiento, los metodos, inconveriencias, 
riesgos y beneflcios se me han explicado y todas mis preguntas se me ban contestado. Entiendo que 
puedo preguntar cualquier preguntas sobre el estudio en cualquier momento y que mi hijo(a) esta a 
libertad de retirarse del pijecto en cualquier momento. Entiendo que no dejo de tener mis derechos 
legales al firmar este documento. Entiendo que este dcoumento sera registrado en un aria designado 
por el Human Subjects Committee con acceso limitado a la investigadora principal, Maria Romo 
Chavira, o al cualquier person autorizada del Departamiento de Psicologia Educativa. Recibere una 
copia de este documento de consentimiento al firmarse. 

(Firma de padres) . (Fccha) 

(Nombre de nino). (Nombre de macstro(a)) 
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He expUcado cuidadosamente las caracteristicas del projecto al sujeto. Por este medio, 
yo certifico que con mi conocimiento la persona que ha firmado esta Forma de 
Consentimiento entiende los caracteristicas, demandas, beneficios y riesgos impUcados en 
la participacion de su hijo(a) y de la valides legal de su firma. No hay ningun problema 
linguistico que ha prevenido este consentimiento. 

(Finna de investigadora) (Fecha) 

Me pueden Uamar al (602) 232-2707 si tienen preguntas. 
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TEACHER CONSENT FORM 
Cultural difierences in memory and logical Reasoning 

I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of the nature of 
this research stucfy and of how my students will participate in it, if I consent to their doing so. 
Signing this form will indicate that I have been so informed and that I give my consent Federal 
regulations require written informed consent prior to my student's participation in this research 
study so that I can know the nature and the risks of my student's participation and can decide to 
allow them to participate in a free and informed manner. 

My classroom is being asked to participate in the above titled research project which has 
been approved by the school district and principal. My students are being asked to participate 
because they are of the age group being studied and because of their attendance 
at elementary school. 

The study's principal investigator is a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona's 
Department of Educational Psychology. The supervising investigator is a professor in the same 
department, Valerie F. Reyna, Ph.D. The purpose of the project is to stucfy bow children from 
different ethnic backgrounds reason. The ultimate aim is to improve the educational performance of 
children. If I let my class participate, they will be shown several cards of different pictures and 
objects, and will be asked questions about what is shown to them. The whole process should take 
about ten minutes. 

My student's answers will be confidential. They can quit the project at any time without 
any hard feelings and without any effect on their grades in school. I can withdraw my class from the 
project if I want to. Other than possible boredom, there is no emotional, physical or psychological 
risk to my students that could reasonably be expected. Some children may benefit from practicing 
at performing these educational tasks. 

Before giving my consent by signing this form, the methods, inconveniences, risks and 
benefits have been explained to me and my questions have been answered. I understand that I may 
ask questions at any time and that my class is free to withdraw from the project at any time. I 
understand that 1 do not give up my legal rights by signing this consent form. I understand that this 
consent form will be filed in an area designated by the Human Subjects Committee with access 
restricted to the principal investigator, Maria Romo Chavira, or authorized representative of the 
Educational Psychology Department. 

(Teacher) (Date) 

(Name of School) 
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I have carefully explained to the teacher the nature of the above project I hereby certify that to the 
best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, 
demands, benefits, and risks involved in their classroom's participation, and his/her signature is 
legally valid. A language problem has not prevented this understanding. 

(Signature of Investigator) (Date) 

Questions or concerns regarding this project may be addressed to Maria Rome Chavira at (602) 
232-2707 
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CHILD'S CONSENT FORM 

MRS. CHAUIRA [OR] EXPLAINED 
WHAT I AM GOING TO BE DOING. I WANT TO PLAY THE 
GAME. 

Child's Name 

Child's Sienature 

(nvestieator's Name investigator's Sienature 
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APPENPK E 
PARENTAL LETTER 

Dear Parent: 
My name is Maria Romo Chavira and I am a doctoral candidate at the University of 

Arizona. I have designed a new game for children called '^Memory Explosion" that will be used in 
my research of cognitive development among first, second and third graders. Your child has been 
selected to meet with me for approximately 10 minutes during school time. The purpose of the 
meeting is to gain information about the manner in which children solve problems that involve 
reasoning such as math. Be assured that your child will not be identified in ai^ research 
publications by participating in this stucfy. 

Please take a few minutes and sign the "Parental Consent Form'' (attached) and return it 
to your child's teacher. I have received approval from your school principal and teacher. 1 look 
forward to working with you and your child within the next few days. In the meantime, if you have 
any questions or concerns, please call me at (602) 232-2707. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Romo Chavira 
Doctoral Candidate 

Estimado Padre de Familia: 

Mi nombre es Maria Romo Chavira y estoy estudiando mi doctorado en la Universidad de 
Arizona. He disefiado un juego nuevo para ninos Uamado "Explosion de Memoria." Este juego 
va a ser usado para unas investigaciones del desarollo infantil entre ninos del primer, segundo y 
tercer ano. 

Su nino(a) ha sido escogido para participar en este estudio. Quisiera conversar con su 
hijo(a) aproximadamente 10 minutos durante horas de escuela. El proposito de esta junta con su 
hijo(a) es observar como los ninos solucionan probiemas en los cuales necesitan razonar, como por 
ejemplo las matematicas. Les aseguro que al participar en este estudio la identidad de su hijo(a) 
sera confidencial. 

Por favor tome algunos minutos para flrmar el "Permiso de Padre de Familia" y 
regreselo a el maestro(a) de su hijo(a). He recibido permiso para este estudio del director(a) de su 
escuela y el maestro(a) de su hijo(a). 

Estoy muy entusiasmada de poder trabajar con usted y su hijo(a) en los proximos dias. Si 
tiene cualquier pregunta me puede llamar al (602)232-2707. 

Attentamente, 

Maria Romo Chavira 
Estudiante de Doctorado 
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Human Subjects Approval Letter 

i-vRlZONA. 

THtUNtvwsnYor 

Human Subjveti Conuniliee I6SEMiMS<. 
Tucson, Arizona fl5724 
(S20162M72I H£AUH SOQKZS CENTER 

8 July 1996 

Maria S. Romo, Ph.D. Candidate 
c/o Darrell Sabers, Ph.D. 
Department of Educational Psychology 
Education Building, Room 602 
PO BOX 210069 

KE: COLTtntAL DZFFEKEKCES IM RZASONINQ AMD MatORY: A FOLLOW-UP 

Dear Ms. Romo: 

He have received documents concerning your above cited project, 
since there is no Federal funding and no risk to the subjects, 
regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services [45 CFR Part 46.101(b) (2)] exempt this type of research 
from review by our Committee. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely yours. 

William F Denny, M.D. 
chairman 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:js 
cc: Departmental/College Review Committee 



APPENDIX G 
TUSD Approval Letter 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT 
Tucson Unified School District 

1010 East 10th Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 

April 19.1996 

Maria Romo Chavira 
995 East Baseline Road Apt 1053-K 
Tempe, Arizona 85283 

Dear Ms. Chaviar 

We are pleased to inform you that your request to do research in the Tucson Unified School District has 
been approved for the site indicated in your proposal. 

Project TKIe; Cultural Differences in Memory and Logical Reasoning: A Follow-Up 

Reference Number 25 / 95-96 

Have the principal fill out the enclosed form and retum it to Planning & Assessment Please rememl)er 
that the building principals have administrative responsibinty and control of conduct fbr your study in 
his/her area. 

Finally, please provide this Department with one copy of the final report of the completed study. 

Sincerely.  ̂  ̂

L . 0̂ 2̂  
iioiCf C. Swamer. Ph. D. 

Research Evaluator 
Planning & Assessment 

JCS/brt 
Enclosure 
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Table 11 

Analysis of Variance for Answers to the Five Question Types 

Effect df E p value 

language x midd 1 3.84 .05 

grade 2 2.90 .06 

ethnicity x pi 2 2.93 .06 

ethnicity x midd 1 6.40 .01 

niidd X lang 1 7.49 .01 

grade x midd x lang 2 3.41 .05 

grade x pi 2 3.04 .05 

pi X lang 1 8.41 .05 

ethnicity x lang x midd 1 3.50 .06 

grade 2 3.02 .05 
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